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Is Launch Jacking A Legit Method For Affiliate Marketing?

By landshare Leave a Comment 

If you’ve been around the block in the digital marketing world, then you know how popular the “Launch model” has become. 




It first gain notoriety from Jeff Walker when he started publishing his strategies called “6 in 7” which was 6 figures in 7 days. 




Then came John Reese. 




Everything changed when he had the famous million dollar day. 




This brought on a new strategy for affiliate marketers called Launch Jacking. 




What is Launch Jacking?




Launch Jacking is an affiliate marketing method where you focus on getting the top spot in both Google and Youtube right when the product launches. 




The idea behind it is there will be super targeted traffic from people searching for the name of the product. 




Launch Jacking Tutorial – Step By Step 




I’ve attached a video that I found to be one of the best launch jacking videos explaining the process step by step by super affiliate, Derek Pierce. 








As he describes the launch jacking process, you’ll focus on 3 areas. 




	Creating a Youtube video review
	Creating a blog post where you embed that Youtube video 
	Emailing your list to the blog post 





After reading this, I suspect what’s happening is the idea is to land on the first page for the targeted terms, then have retargeting campaigns from Google, Youtube and Facebook. 




But the Question – Does this Work?




Yes. It works. 




However, in some of the make money, online niches expect that there can be some real heavy hitters with large list and big sites willing to push the boundaries. 




Also, you’re subject to the launch. 




Sometimes Launches Bomb




That’s the biggest negative to the Launch Jacking process – you lack control over the launch process, the sales message, and the excitement the vendor draws up. 




With that being said, you’re still creating content and you’re able to use retargeting in an effort to grow your reach and scale your business.




What you have to do is treat this as a numbers game. 




 In other words, you’ll need to not focus solely on a single launch, but instead a number of launches. 




In comparison to the real estate model, if you just have a single rental unit, then you’re business is always in jeopardy because you only have 1 revenue stream. 




The advantage to the launch jacking model is there are so many launches and you can pick and choose who you decide to work with, what products you promote.  I recommend checking out the post at Think Tank Lab and get started with this affiliate marketing model. 




By simply promoting one product after another, you’re automatically building up your authority in the market. 


Filed Under: Marketing 
Lead Gen For Local – Big Business or Flop?

By landshare Leave a Comment 

In the current economic climate we’re facing, it’s either adapt to what’s happening or close the doors. 




Restaurants have been forced to focus solely on pick-up options with ordering, gyms have resorted to online classes, and students are using zoom like never before. 








Which brings the question – is lead generation a big business or is it a big flop?




The current situation has only made lead generation via online methods more in demand than any time in history. 




That’s why right now, you’re hearing so much about the upcoming launch from Daven Michaels and Chad Nicely called LCS2 or the Lead Conversion Squared system for helping entreprenuers build a reliable business. 




Everyone will tell you traffic is all you should worry about, however, that’s not the case. 




The goal is to have a system and processes setup that you’re able to create a winning campaign with the focus on 3 areas. 




	First you want to have a hiqh quality lead magnet that makes sense to move the traffic from a cold audience to opting in.

Once they optin, that is considered a conversion.

If you solely focus on traffic without the offer or hook, you’ll be wasting your efforts.

Creating these hooks are essential to digital marketers as well as local businesses. 

	Secondly, you want to have the tracking in place that takes that lead that converted through a series of events that builds a bond, trust, and ultimately converts them into a paying customer.

Now, here’s where most drop the ball.

The first time around, most of your audience will NOT buy from you.

Let’s say you get 100 leads and you only sell 10 which is not terrible for cold traffic even if you’re selling a low ticket product.

What do you do with the other 90 leads?

This is where you follow up multiple times, using multiple angles, and hooks to sell the same product or service. 

3.  Work to sell backend and cross-promotions.

Those that bought your first product will be more inclined to pick up a second product from you provided that you gave them good value along with a high-quality customer experience. 

For example, you rarely see any online entrepreneur only sell one product or service.

Typically, it’s multiple products some include big ticket, low ticket, and recurring monthly products.






This is why having systems and processes setup are so important in today’s marketing world. 




You’re expected to be everywhere, have all the tools at your disposal and know what buttons to push when leads enter your sales funnel.




But the truth of the matter is it can become overly complicated and complex. 




However, now is not the time to scurry away looking at something different – it’s time to dive into and master this aspect because with the current state of business, this is going to be in more demand than ever before.




That’s why we feel the upcoming LCS2 will be a breath of fresh air.  You can find all the details, bonuses, pricing, and demo by going to https://thinktanklab.com/lead-conversion-squared/


Filed Under: Marketing 
3 Strategies for Making Money in Today’s Real Estate Market Using Digital Marketing
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Real estate business stands out as one of the wealthiest business in history. More people are continuing to venture into this business, while others remain skeptical. One of the main reasons why people fear this business, is thinking that they need a considerable amount of capital to start the business. Well, that’s not the case. With the right strategies, timing, and patience, you can earn yourself a fortune.




With so many ways of getting high returns from this business, we’ve come up with the top three strategies of making money in today’s real estate business. The strategies include wholesaling, fixing and flipping, and bird-dogging. The first two strategies are ideal for investors with a low budget as well as beginners who have less experience. The latter can be a great deal for experienced investors.




	Flipping





Real estate flipping is considered as the best way of earning money in the real estate sector. However, it is also the most expensive method among the two strategies mentioned above. The strategy involves purchasing of old or discounted property, doing the renovation through adding infrastructure or repairs to it, and lastly reselling the property at a much higher price compared to what it was bought for.




This strategy requires a good amount of cash that is readily available during purchasing of the property as well as when renovating the property. Since you are buying the property, then all the transactions are legal without a license, and any brokerage laws do not bind you.




Before starting the flipping business, it is essential for you to know how the real estate market operates. The basic idea of being successful in flipping is buying cheap and selling at a good profit. Therefore, it is vital to know the low rates of properties and their market rates. Additionally, you should know which properties are easy to sell and which ones are not.




2.Wholesaling




It is an excellent way to start investing in this business for someone with little capital. The strategy will not offer you a short path of getting rich but gives you the expertise about real estate that you can use to find your way to the top. The wholesaling concept is similar to flipping. The only difference is that someone who is wholesaling does not make any repairs before reselling a property.











Here, the wholesaler contracts a house with the house owner. The house will then be marketed by the wholesaler to potential buyers. Once the wholesaler gets a buyer, the house is assigned to that buyer at a higher price than the initial contracted price. The wholesaler earns his or her profit from the difference between the initial cost of the house and the amount paid by the buyer.




The best part of this strategy is that the wholesaler makes his or her earnings without owning the property. If the wholesaler does not get a suitable buyer within a given time span, then the wholesaler simply steps aside from the contract. It, therefore, means the only obvious risk to the wholesaler is the time spent looking for a buyer. Getting a license and practicing is an excellent way to pursue wholesaling.




3.Bird-dogging




The two-word phrase, bird-dogging, may seem like a weird term to add in a post talking about real estate. It’s because it’s a hunting term which means hunting dogs chasing birds and catching them before the hunter shoots them down. In real estate business, it’s used as an analogy, whereby the birds are discounted real estate properties, and the hunting dogs are real estate investors.




The strategy is a quick way of making money from the real estate business. Moreover, it is an excellent strategy for beginners with no or very little money to invest in real estate. Here, a property scout, a person who looks for properties for other investors, will locate homes that have issues getting sold. After finding such a property, the property scout gets a decent commission.




After that, he or she will start looking out for people interested in buying that property. Through sharing details of that property such as the address, the ‘bird dog’ earns his or her fees or commission. Therefore, one can see that the ‘bird dog’ should have a lot of contacts or be a good salesperson. Additionally, you don’t need a lot of cash because you are not buying the property. Here too it is advisable to have a license to operate.




The bottom line




The key to making all of this work without pulling your hair out is using digital marketing to our advantage. 




With the onslaught of tools and services, it’s easy to get sidetracked with all of the shiny objects.




The core focus should be all about generating leads for both buyers and sellers as outlined by the Unlimited Leads Challenge for using Youtube to bring in leads in 14 days or less.  Real estate is no different from other business in the fact that leadflow is the name of the game. 




Just like any other business, real estate business requires you to have in-depth knowledge about its market, as well as money and time involved. Additionally, you should be cautious of the laws surrounding the strategy you will use to ensure you are not doing anything illegal. 


Filed Under: Real Estate 
Email Marketing: Is It Dead or Highly Profitable?
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In the pre-internet days, company would certainly construct mailing lists from a series of sources. 




The information amassed from these resources (surveys, enrollment listings, and more) would preferably suggest an individual’s possible interest rate in a service or product. 




After making a list, they would certainly create and send out out material to the people on those listings. 




Ideally, this content would certainly connect with a field of these people, that would at some time become consumers. 




That’s largely exactly how advertising tasks have regularly worked. 




These days we currently have optins with our e-mail ad campaign 











Opt-in e-mail advertising campaigns are a highly effective way to expand your digital business even if it’s 100% online or if you’re a local store simply utilizing the net to get even much more consumers. 




Optin simply suggests sending your messages– whether they’re to existing customers, potential consumers, referral partners, or vendors– to people that have actually selected to acquire them. 




Producing a specialist e-mail advertising and marketing campaign is not complicated, or lengthy and likewise you can interact straight with those that intend to discover via you in among the most affordable approach viable. 




Among the most considerable advantages of e-mail advertising for tiny firms is the reliable use of time and budget plan. Countless e-mail advertising and marketing strategies include infinite email sends out monthly and likewise costs you based on the variety of customers. 




If you have a little list, then look for a business that provides a cost-free method, an inexpensive prepare for a variety of hundred clients, and also also a pay-as-you-go strategy like Activecampaign offers. 




Along with having a valuable pricing, they have immediate advantages in terms of optimizing your marketing and advertising approaches for different consumers as well as sending out the most effective material to the ideal individuals. 




In addition, it can assist with personalizing e-mail content right down to the particular customer level, depending upon just how much details you can feed it from your CRM along with sales systems. 




All too frequently advertising specialists will spout off that ‘Email is Dead’ while sending out an e-mail. 





This is simply not real as email is still the driver for many 7 number regional business owner. Nonetheless it is essential to comprehend there are approaches along with e-mail dos along with do n’ts that can add to the success or stopping working of your e-mail advertising and marketing as well as likewise sales projects.




From email administration to automation and also tracking your records, numerous firms use simple email advertising and marketing applications that have it all at a sensible cost. 




You can also track your reports to strategy, perform as well as handle future email projects. Email advertising and marketing isn’t something marketers do just because they can and also it’s simple. The strategy is really effective at helping entrepreneur as well as consumers remain connected while also extremely profitable. 




It’s simple to get caught up in the ins and outs of developing out an e-mail advertising and marketing campaign that helps your customers as well as your service. 




However the real advantage is being able to remaining attached to clients and email marketing makes that easy to do. 




Where and just how do you create these kinds of campaigns that capture optins? 




Well, there are a range of devices that connect with the 3rd event API’s making it smooth. While most firms charge a month-to-month fee, recently the Convertbox lifetime deal has made it’s way right into the advertising world and is transforming it as the go to for those wanting to build a profitable email marketing list. 











You can see the full review from my friends at ThinkTankLab.com 
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How to Build An Omnipresence Marketing Campaign
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One of the popular terms being thrown in the digital marketing space is omnipresence or multi-channel marketing. 




First, let’s talk about what that means. 




The idea is to be everywhere. 




Everywhere your customers are. 




Which can be a daunting task when you take into account the number of social media channels you have to keep up with. 




That’s why it’s best to focus on the most important thing. 




Building Your Email List




Not many will argue with the idea that this is the most pressing issue for those starting out. 




Then you can convert your following into multiple channels. 




In other words, bring in subscribers, then simply direct them to your Youtube channel, Facebook fan page, and run simple retargeting ads inside the platforms. 




The real challenge comes down to getting more leads, then converting them in a organized fashion. 




That’s where the new Kartra platform will help you. 




It’s an all in one campaign builder with a simple click to deploy, established marketing campaigns available for deployment in minutes. 




Watch the video below and see the trial offer. 











Then we recommend heading on over to ThinkTankLab.com for the best possible pricing and links for the 60 day trial offer. 




Once you get everything setup, you can enjoy deploying full marketing campaigns in minutes. 
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How to Scale With Webinarjam And The Special Trial Pricing
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One of the keys for digital marketers is being able to scale their results. 




Being in one place and speaking to hundreds or thousands of individuals at once to get your message to the masses is certainly ideal. 




However, in the past with services like GotoWebinar, it’s made the beginner or the online entrepreneur just starting out begin with a large monthly expense. 




That is until Webinarjam came out with not only a competitive product that has similar features as many of the big name, more established companies but also integrated a 60 Day trial pricing option.




Watch the video below for the full details on this incredible opportunity.







Webinarjam Reviews are pouring in raving about the flexibility of the software as well as the trial pricing options.



In addition to Webinarjam’s live webinar option, they also have a product that allows you to do evergreen webinars that can appear to have a live function that we’ll cover in a future post. 




If you like this video and review, then be sure to give it a like and share it for someone that may benefit. 
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